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Abstract—In the era of smart and connected communities, video surveillance systems, which typically involve tens to
thousands of cameras, have increasingly become prominent components for public safety. In current practice, when a failure
occurs in a video surveillance system, the operation and maintenance teams usually spend a substantial amount of time locating
and identifying the failure; hence, the fast online response cannot be guaranteed in a large-scale video surveillance system.
Meanwhile, the video data that contains potential failures consumes bandwidth that could be used for useful video data. The
useless video will waste the scarce bandwidth in the network
and storage usage in the cloud. The emergence of edge computing is highly promising in video preprocessing with an edge
camera. A video surveillance system is a killer application for
edge computing. In this article, we propose an edge computingenabled video usefulness (i.e., VU) model for large-scale video
surveillance systems. We also explore its application, e.g., early
failure detection and bandwidth improvement. According to the
usefulness of the video data, the VU model can locate a failure
and send it to end-users on the fly. In this article, our goals
are threefold: 1) proposing a comprehensive VU model. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore the feasibility of the VU model and to determine VU values in a real
application; 2) reducing the mean time to detection (i.e., MTTD)
efficiently via edge computing-enabled fast online failure detection approaches; and 3) relieving the network bandwidth for
large-scale video surveillance systems. Our experimental results
demonstrate the approaches in VU model accurately detect failures that were collected from a video surveillance system with
approximately 4000 cameras. The MTTD is substantially shortened by the fast online detection approaches. The video data with
the worst VU values is mostly discarded to lessen overload of the
network.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, edge computing, video
surveillance systems, video usefulness (VU).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the expansion of a city’s scale, public safety is
essential for urban stability [1], [2]. Numerous video
surveillance systems [3] have been ubiquitously deployed
throughout cities and surroundings, e.g., streets, office buildings, etc. These linked devices are essential to the public
security for a large-scale city’s ecosystem. For example, a
large-scale city such as Beijing or London has approximately
one million cameras deployed [4]. In a large-scale video
surveillance system, a key challenge is the elimination of useless video on the fly to store high-quality video data from
cameras while maintaining low data storage usage.
A camera captures huge amounts of video data and sends
it to the cloud nonstop in 24/7 mode. The compression and
encoder techniques [5], [6] are used to preprocess video
data. Intelligent approaches (e.g., content analysis [7], moving
object detection [8], and action analysis [9]) are utilized in the
cloud. According to a study by Seagate Technology LLC [10],
566 petabytes (PB) of data is generated each day by new video
surveillance cameras that are installed worldwide in 2016. This
daily data volume is expected to reach 3500 PB by 2023.
How to efficiently manage the large-scale video surveillance
system if a failure occurs in one of its components is a primary
challenge. Addressing the challenge is essential to improve the
efficiency of large-scale video data in the best way.
In a video surveillance system, many failures that impact
the video usefulness (VU) cannot be timely detected. Large
staffs are employed to monitor and detect these failures, such
as quality of service (i.e., QoS) [11] and quality of user experience (i.e., QoE) [12] failures from video streams. This failure
detection approach is error-prone and expensive. In addition,
it prolongs the mean time to detection (MTTD) [13].1 A
large workforce is expensive but still cannot realize fast online
detection goals and has an unacceptably large MTTD. A camera with a failure produces video data that may be useless and
is uninterruptedly uploaded to the cloud, which aggravates the
overload in the network and wastes storage usage in the cloud
before the failure is detected.

W

A. Problem Statement
In this article, we intend to answer the following questions.
1 The MTTD is defined as the average latency in detecting a failure in a
video stream in this article.
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Fig. 1. Failures in a video stream. Normal video versus videos with four
types of failures: 1) normal (a) versus occlusion failure (b); 2) normal (c)
versus tilt failure (d); 3) normal (e) versus blurring failure (f); and 4) normal
(g) versus brightness failure (h).

Fig. 2. MTTDs of 4, 8, and 12 failures for cameras with (a) H8-hop and
(b) H4-hop network distances. Fig. 2(c) presents the MTTDs of 12 failures
for 450 cameras with the H4-hop (H4_450 for example) and H8-hop network
distances.

1) What is the state-of-the-art failure status in the largescale video surveillance systems?
2) How can a failure in the video data be detected on the
fly to avoid incurring the cost of storing useless video
data?
3) How can these failure detection approaches be deployed
using the edge computing model?
We study the video content in a video surveillance system
at Anhui University. In Fig. 1(b), video data with an occlusion
failure exhibits satisfactory QoS metrics in the network without failures (e.g., delay and packet loss); however, the video
content is useless for video analytics. It is inefficient for endusers to identify the occlusion failure in video data. The video
data with no error in the QoS will be uploaded to the cloud;
however, this will waste network bandwidth and storage usage
in the cloud. Video data with a blurring failure [see Fig. 1(f)]
exhibits a poor QoE, which interferes with the users’ decisions regarding its content and behavior. Useless video data
aggravates overload in the network.
To identify possible failures in a large-scale surveillance
system, we leverage a commercial detection system that is
based on the cloud computing model to study MTTD for failures in the video surveillance system of Anhui University. The
system can detect up to 12 types of failures.2 Without loss of
generality, we measure the MTTDs of four, eight, and 12 types
of failures using the 800 sampled cameras in the surveillance
system. Two types of network distance from the cloud to a
camera are considered: the H4- and H8-hop network distances.
The notation H4 indicates that the number of hops from the
cloud to a camera satisfies 1 ≤ hops ≤ 4, while the notation
H8 indicates 4 < hops ≤ 8 is satisfied.
In Fig. 2, the MTTDs for detecting four, eight, and 12 types
of failures from 800 cameras with H8 [see Fig. 2(a)] and H4
[see Fig. 2(b)] hop distances are presented. The MTTD of a
failure increases as the number of cameras increases because
the increased amount of video data increases the amount of
computation that is performed in the cloud, which increases
the time cost. Similar results are obtained for these cameras
with the H4-hop distance in Fig. 2(b). The MTTD for the
same number of failures is lower than that in Fig. 2(a), but
the variation trend of MTTD is identical. In addition, all the

MTTDs increase as more failures are detected from 450 cameras with the H4 and H8-hop distance [see Fig. 2(c)], although
the MTTD is much smaller with H4 hops distance than that
with H8-hop distance. The results demonstrate that the cloudbased approaches consume substantial computing resources
for detecting failures in video data.
Summary: The results demonstrate that QoS or QoE problems commonly occur in video data. We observe an interesting
phenomenon: video data satisfies QoS metrics, but the video
content is useless due to an angle deviation failure or an obstacle failure in the camera. The useless video data is yet sent to
the cloud as well. With high-resolution video data (e.g., 4K
resolution) [14], this is highly wasteful of both the network
bandwidth and storage usage in the cloud [15]. We conclude
that the massive number of cameras and a long surveillance
time render the detection of a failure in the large-scale video
surveillance system scarcely possible as its scale is increased.
The detection may be false due to human subjectivity, which
poses new challenges in operations and maintenance teams.
In addition, the cloud manages a large amount of video data
with failures, which burdens the network and wastes storage
usage in the cloud. To the best of our knowledge, there are
few effective approaches to handling useless video data on the
fly. A failure may occur in an edge camera, an end-user, the
network, or a cloud server in a video surveillance system.

2 These failures include occlusion, offline, flicker, video lost, blurring, color
cast, brightness, freeze, noise, jitter, scene change, and angle deviation.

B. Our Vision—Video Usefulness
To address the above issues, we design a VU model for
detecting a failure in a video surveillance system intelligently.
The objective of the VU model is threefold: 1) analyzing video
data from an edge camera and a data package from a network
node (router or switch) in a fast online fashion; 2) detecting a failure efficiently via intelligent methods on the fly; and
3) sending prompt alarm messages of a failure to the operations and maintenance team and helping them recover it as
fast as possible. Therefore, we employ edge computing [16] in
this model for a large-scale video surveillance system. Edge
computing has emerged along with the development of applications [17]–[19] in the realm of the Internet of Things (i.e.,
IoT) [20] and Internet of Everything (i.e., IoE) [21] in recent
years.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an
edge computing-enabled failure detection framework for VU
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Fig. 3. Edge computing-enabled VU-based video surveillance system. Fig. 3(a) presents failures types observed in a large-scale surveillance system. Fig. 3(b)
shows three failure domains (i.e., the Fedge domain in edge cameras, the Fuser domain in end-users, and the Fcloud domain in the cloud center) in a video
surveillance system, which are divided according to the failure types. Fig. 3(c) illustrates three VU (i.e., VU) frameworks, namely, edgeVU, userVU, and
cloudVU for detecting failures of the video stream in three failure domains. VU, EC, DS, and MS denote VU, edge computing, a data server, and a meta-data
server, respectively.

in video surveillance systems. This framework fully utilizes an
edge computing paradigm to detect a failure and shorten the
MTTD. It is an efficient method for saving bandwidth in the
network and improving the utilization of video storage in the
cloud. The VU model, which is deployed in edge cameras,
end-users, network nodes, and cloud servers, can detect the
state of any part of a video surveillance system and locate a
failure on the fly. VU aims at realizing the following goals.
1) Early detecting a failure (or VU) in a video stream to
shorten the MTTD for a failure.
2) Relieving the burden on the data transmission in the
network and reducing the storage usage of useless video
data.
In summary, the VU model efficiently preprocesses video
streams according to its VU value. Video data that correspond
to lower VU values need not be uploaded to the cloud, which
reduces the burden in the network and improves the video
storage usage in the cloud.

C. Contributions
Our main contributions in this article are as follows.
1) We explore a city-scale video surveillance system and
identify three failure domains: a) the edge failure
domain; b) the end-user failure domain; and c) the cloud
failure domain. For each domain, we classify 17, 4, and
3 types of failures, respectively, one of which impacts
the useful content of video streams [see Fig. 3(a)].
2) According to the failures in domains, we propose an
edge computing-enabled VU model. VU empowers edge
nodes of the network with computing capability for
performing failure detection on the fly. VU filters useless video data in nodes to avoid network overload
and improve the cloud storage usage. VU supports

the usefulness of video for accurate video analytics in
large-scale video surveillance systems [see Fig. 3(b)].
3) To detect failures in domains, we implement a fastonline edge computing enabled failure detection framework for studying VU in which several approaches
of video/image processing are designed and migrated
down to the edge node. This framework aims at detecting a failure in each node using edge computing [see
Fig. 3(c)]. Then, early failures are accurately detected
in real time to improve the MTTD.
4) We devise a failure-aware and dynamic adjustment (i.e.,
FADA) scheduling strategy for dynamically reordering the frequencies of failure detection approaches to
tradeoff the consumption of computing resources and
the performance of MTTD in the edge computing
environment.
II. FAILURES AND FAILURE D OMAINS IN V IDEO
S URVEILLANCE S YSTEMS
In this section, we explore failures that impact the usefulness
of video data in a video surveillance system with approximately 4000 cameras at Anhui University. We classify the
various failures into three groups, one of which is defined as
a failure domain in the system [see Figs. 3(a) and (b)]. We
propose a VU framework [see Fig. 3(c)] for detecting failures
via several lightweight image processing approaches.
Failure Types [See Fig. 3(a)]: A video surveillance system is
typically composed of cameras at the edge, video servers in the
cloud, end-users, and the network. An edge camera acquires
a video stream which is stored in a cloud server; then, video
data is presented to an end-user. A failure in any component
impacts on the usefulness of the video streams. To enclose
failures in the system, we spent approximately eight months
studying the video streams from approximately 4000 sampled
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cameras in the large-scale video surveillance system platform
at Anhui University. Video data is characterized in terms of
three qualities: 1) satisfactory QoS (or QoE); 2) poor QoS; and
3) useless content. For satisfactory QoS, video data is available
for monitoring scenarios and further video data analytics. A
satisfactory-QoS video may have useless content. For example,
the content of a video from an illegal-angle camera cannot be
used in video analytics. Video data with poor QoS cannot be
used for further video analytics.
In an empirical case, a natural occlusion failure occurs,
in which the camera screen is obstructed by bags, leaves,
or wire. An end-user approach can detect a screen change
failure in which a scene is incorrectly changed to another
scene. In a video loss failure, video data are lost in a
cloud server. We collected video data with 24 types of failures in three failure domains in a video surveillance system,
see Fig. 3(a).
Failure Domains [See Fig. 3(b)]: We explored 24 failures which occurred in four components in a realistic video
surveillance system, i.e., edge cameras, the cloud center, endusers, and the network. According to the location of each
failure, we define a component with multiple failures as a
failure domain. Therefore, we define three failure domains,
namely, the Fedge domain, the Fcloud domain, and the Fuser
domain in a video surveillance system in Fig. 3(b). Failures
on edge cameras constitute the Fedge domain. Failures in cloud
servers (e.g., meta-data servers and data servers) and connected network nodes are grouped together to form the Fcloud
domain. The end-user domain, which is composed of enduser nodes and failures, is referred to as the Fuser domain. We
explore 17, 4, and 3 types of failure in the Fedge , Fuser , and
Fcloud domains [see Fig. 3(a)], respectively. Any failure in one
of these domains can impact the VU.

III. V IDEO U SEFULNESS D EFINITION
As discussed above, the usefulness of a video depends on
whether a failure occurs on each node in the three failure
domains. We propose a VU model to study a failure and its
impact on the amount of video data in a video surveillance
system.
Our VU model detects the usefulness of the video data on
any node in a video surveillance system. In the cloud, the
amount of video data is largely determined by its usefulness.
Thus, we define the VU in terms of the amount of video in
a video surveillance system. The amount of useful video data
is defined as follows.
Definition 1: The amount of useful video data is the size of
the useful and failure-free portion of the entire video stream,
which is transmitted to the cloud and stored in a data server
over a period of time.
In a video surveillance system, let V represents the amount
of video data which is captured from a camera in the time
interval [1, NT ], where the times are expressed in seconds.
Video data that are uploaded to a storage server in the cloud
cross many edge nodes. Let di be the amount of video data
from the eth camera in the ith unit time. In the range [1, NT ],
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the amount of video data is expressed as follows:
Ve =

i=N
T

(di ).

(1)

i=1

The di video data will be transmitted along the path between
the eth camera and the server in the cloud; therefore, it is
assumed that there are Mnode nodes in the path. VU is referred
to as VU value (or the degree of VU) in this article. U(j)
indicates the usefulness value of the video data in the jth node
(e.g., an edge camera and a router in the network) per unit time
in a video surveillance system. Then, we have
U(j) ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

where U(j) = 0 denotes that the video data in the jth node
is useless and cannot be uploaded to the cloud. Otherwise,
U(j) = 1 denotes that the video data is useful and is uploaded
to the cloud.
A value that is between zero and one is compared with a
reference value that has been empirically set by the operations
and maintenance teams. It must be noted that U(j), which
denotes the VU value of video data di on the jth node, is used
to evaluate the VU. This metric is expressed as follows:

u, v > 0
U(j) =
(3)
0, v ≤ 0
where j ∈ [1, Mnode ] and v refers to the usefulness boundary
of the video data which depends on the cases. The parameter
u, which corresponds to the value of VU and satisfies u ∈
(0, 1], is determined based on the difference between the VU
value and the user-defined reference, i.e., v = |vtest − vRef |.
If v > 0, the video data from a node is useful for users.
Therefore, a portion of the useful video data, the ratio of which
is equal to u, is uploaded to the upper-level node from the
lower-level node. Otherwise, if v ≤ 0, the video data corresponds to a lower degree of VU than the reference value and
the video data is useless and is directly discarded. The value
of u, which is empirically set by the operations and maintenance teams, is qualified in each failure detection approach
(see Section IV). In this article, the value of u is set to one in
each detection approach in our experiments.
Through all nodes in the video surveillance system, the real
amount of video data in the video data di from the eth camera
is expressed as follows:
Di = di ×

j=M
node


U(j)

(4)

j=1

where Mnode denotes the number of nodes in the path of the
video data between a camera and a cloud server. Di denotes
the amount of video data in the cloud.
Then, the amount of useful video data that are captured
from the eth camera and stored in the cloud is represented as
follows:
⎞
⎛
j=M
i=N
i=N
node
T
T

⎝di ×
Veu =
(Di ) =
U(j)⎠
(5)
i=1

i=1

j=1
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where Veu is the amount of useful video data that is stored in
the cloud from the eth camera in the time range [1, NT ].
Let S be the number of cameras in the video surveillance
system. The amount of video data Vtu is given as
⎞⎞
⎛
⎛
j=M
e=S
e=S i=N
node


T

⎝
⎝di ×
Vtu =
U(j)⎠⎠
(6)
Veu =
e=1

e=1

i=1

j=1

where Vtu is the amount of useful video data stored in the
cloud from the S number of cameras in the video surveillance
system during [1, NT ] seconds.
In this article, the two methods are designed for handling
video uselessness in a video surveillance system. First, edge
devices directly terminate video data transmission to the cloud
according to the VU value. Second, the VU value is sent to
end-users for a further decision. The absolute value of v, which
is denoted as |v|, represents a boundary value of VU for the
video data. It divides the VU into various degrees. The value
of |v| is dependent on failure detection approaches.
IV. FAILURE D ETECTION F RAMEWORK
In a video surveillance system, video streams with failures
can cause useless content, which burdens the network bandwidth and wastes storage usage in the cloud. Currently, a video
failure is detected by examining video data in the cloud, which
requires substantial time and computing resources.
Our proposed failure detection framework [see Fig. 3(c)]
employs an edge computing paradigm in edge nodes to analyze
the VU in a video surveillance system. Prior work [16] defined
the “edge” as any computing and network resources along the
path between data sources and cloud data centers. The design
of a failure detection framework is determined by the available computing resources for detection approaches in three
domains, such as computing resources that are equipped inside
the device, newly incorporated computing units, and local (or
no-additional) computing resources in the cloud and end-user.
These resources are referred to as edge computing units and
provide computing capabilities for edge nodes, e.g., edge cameras, network nodes, end-users, and cloud servers. Therefore,
this framework preprocesses video streams or network packets to early detect a failure in each edge node along the path
between a camera and a cloud server.
For example, a camera cannot conduct failure detection
because of its limited computational capability. Thus, we then
configure an edge computing-based camera (i.e., EC camera),
which includes an edge computing unit and a camera that is
connected to a router, as shown in Fig. 3(b). A software stack
is deployed on an edge computing unit which preprocesses the
video streams before it is uploaded to the cloud.
In this article, we designed three types of frameworks to
detect failures for VU by using different computing resources
above, i.e., edgeVU, cloudVU, and userVU frameworks. An
additional computing unit connected to edge nodes by a
router enriches the computation capability of the computing
resources-limited devices, e.g., cameras, router, etc. An edge
computing resources-based framework is called edgeVU [see
Fig. 3(c)] in this article. The cloudVU and userVU frameworks

use local computing resources to perform failure detection in
the cloud and end-user, respectively. The former, which is
deployed in a cloud server and use its computing resources, is
called cloudVU. The userVU framework is designed in an enduser device. In addition, an end-user device also uses edgeVU
to detect failures, e.g., scene change, video lagging, etc. Details
of edgeVU, cloudVU, and userVU frameworks are listed as
below.
A. EdgeVU Framework
The edgeVU framework depends on both additional hardware and software, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), because an edge
camera is a computing-resource-limited device. Many embedded hardware platforms, which provide computing power, are
employed as edge computing units in this framework, e.g.,
Raspberry Pi V3 [22], Intel Movidius [23], and NVIDIA
Jetson TX2 [24]. Besides, we employ a lightweight real-time
operating system as an edge computing-oriented operating
system (i.e., eRTOS). A VU detector, which is a user-level
module, transfers messages to/from eRTOS through application interfaces (APIs). A VU Library module includes several
detection approaches. In the edge camera domain, the edgeVU
captures video data from a camera using the Capturing Module
and executes failure detection approaches to determine the VU
in various ways. For example, network packets are detected by
the Decoder Module. The Threshold Adjustment module sets
parameters for a detection approach at different resolutions.
The detection results (e.g., latency and accuracy) are recorded
by a Result Profiler module. The Control Message module
analyzes the result and makes a decision on whether to adjust
the camera, router, or others nodes. Meanwhile, the results
are packed as a message by the VU Protocol Handler module and sent to a VU server (i.e., VU server) in the cloud. A
VU server, which receives VU values from the Result Profiler
Module and monitors the status of the framework on each
edge node, stores log files of VU values in the cloud. An enduser accesses the VU server and searches for the VU value
of the data in a node. In addition, the VU server pushes new
versions of failure detection approaches onto an edge node in
the online mode according to the requirement of failure detection. Developers design customized software in the function
module.
B. CloudVU and UserVU Frameworks
The cloudVU framework is deployed in the cloud domain
(e.g., data and meta-data servers) and the userVU framework
is installed in the end-user domain (e.g., personal computers, police vehicles, and mobile phones). The two frameworks
have the same structure and detect failure video data by using
local computing resources in a cloud server (e.g., data center) or a mobile phone, which is sufficient for satisfying the
requirements of the detection approaches in the VU library.
The approaches in the VU library are reconfigured for
detecting a failure. For example, in the edge domain, the VU
is highly important; thus, the detection approaches for video
data are installed in the edgeVU framework. Video data after
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the edge domain is considered to be normal. However, the failure may occur when data packet transmits among the network,
data server, and a meta-data server. Therefore, the detection
approaches should be reconfigured in the cloud or the enduser domain. To record the VU values of the three domains,
all detection results from the Result Profiler Module are sent
to a VU server in the cloud.
In summary, an edge computing paradigm-enabled VU
framework aims at detecting a failure on the fly by using video
data or network packets on edge nodes in the edge computing
model (not cloud computing model) in a video surveillance
system. Video failure detection framework, which is based on
the edge computing network, is considered a killer application
for edge computing.
V. FAILURE D ETECTION A PPROACHES AND
FADA S CHEDULING
We built upon several lightweight approaches for detecting video failures in three domains, which differ in terms of
the associated failure detection approaches. Edge computingenabled analysis approaches are applied to video streams.
The results are sent to a VU server in the cloud and endusers are notified. Detection modules handle useless video
and decide whether to send the video to the cloud but a portion of the decisions will be made by users. First, we present
several lightweight detection approaches in three domains in
Sections V-A1–V-A3. Then, we proposed a scheduler, namely,
FADA for determining the optimal detection interval for failure
detection approaches and realize a high-performance failure
detection framework.
A. Failure Detection Approaches in Domains
Several failure detection approaches are designed and
deployed in each domain.
1) Failure Detection in the Fedge Domain:
a) Solid color screen and freeze frame detection: Solid
color screen failures include Fedge_2 (white screen), Fedge_3
(black screen), and Fedge_4 (green screen), which are presented
in Fig. 3(a). The failure is manifested as a solid color screen
because video transmission stops for a period of time. These
approaches are utilized in edge computing-enabled cameras
due to their lower cost in terms of computing resources. A
detection approach searches for solid color images in video
streams and calculates the duration. Fedge_5 (freeze frame)
occurs when the last image frame is repeated or no frame
arrives for a long time.
An RGB image is converted to a grayscale image, and the
gray values of all the pixels are considered. The differences in
the gray values among the pixels correspond to the variability
degree of the image. If the screen is solid, the differences in
the gray values among the pixels are very small. A threshold
gray variance value [25] is set for pixels in an image with a
solid color failure. This failure is detected by comparing the
threshold value with the variance for pixels in the image. For
Fedge_5 , the variance of the interframe difference is calculated
for comparison with a reference. The N subsequent frames
are detected to confirm this failure. The time stamp in a video
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stream with a freeze failure is unchanged, whereas it is variable
in a static scene for a normal image.
b) Noise detection: A noise failure (Fedge_6 ) is a random variation of the brightness or color information in an
image. Gaussian noise [26] has a probability density function that is equal to a normal distribution. Salt-and-pepper
noise [27], which is defined as impulsive noise, is characterized by dark pixels in bright regions or bright pixels in
dark regions of a video. The absolute values of the gray differences between a pixel and its neighboring pixels in eight
directions are employed to determine whether the test video
contains noise. When the minimum value exceeds a threshold, this pixel is a noise point. A Gaussian-type membership
function is used. The pixel is a noise pixel if the corresponding value of the membership function [28] is smaller than a
reference value. Then, the noise density is estimated from the
number of noise points. The test video contains noise when
the value exceeds a reference value.
c) Blurring failure (Fedge_7 ): A blurred image has
reduced sharpness and deformations of edges. It resembles
a video that is viewed through a translucent screen. The
test image is divided into blocks for edge detection [29].
The image sharpness (S for example) is calculated based
on the fuzzy probabilities of these small blocks. This failure is detected by comparing the value of S with a reference
value.
d) Angle deviation and scene change detection: For an
angle deviation failure (Fedge_12 ), both the test and reference
images at the edge are used as input parameters of speeded-up
robust features function (SURF) [30]. Feature points in the two
images are calculated. The two sets of feature points are configured to be parameters of the BruteForceMatcher function
and the set of matching-point pairs between the two images;
for example, pi (xi , yi ) and pj (xj , yj ) are a pair of matching
points. The offset of and Euclidean distance between the two
matching points can be calculated as pi = |pi (xi ) − pj (xj )|
and pj = |pi (yi ) − pj (yj )|, respectively. We then calculate
dist(pi , pj ). A pair of matching points in the angle deviation is
counted when the three values all exceed their corresponding
reference values. When the number of angle-deviation matching points exceed a reference value, the test image has an
angle deviation failure.
In addition, a scene change failure [see Fuser_1 in Fig. 3(a)]
occurs when a normal scene incorrectly changes. This failure
is detected via a similar method to the angle-deviation failure
detection method using a different threshold.
e) Flicker screen detection: Frames fi−1 , fi , and fi+1 are
extracted from the video stream to calculate two variances of
the interframe difference between two adjacent frames [25]. A
flicker failure (Fedge_9 ) is detected by comparing the difference
between the two variances with the reference value.
f) Color cast detection: An image that has been extracted
from the video is converted into the Lab color space [31].
For an image with a color cast failure, the mean values in
dimension a and b deviates from the original one and the
variance is small. This feature is helpful for obtaining the color
cast factor, which is used to determine whether a failure has
occurred.
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g) Abnormal brightness detection: A test RGB image
is converted into the hue, saturation, intensity (HSI) color
space [32]. The number of pixels in the image for which
exceeds a threshold is calculated. If the ratio of the number of
these pixels to the total number of pixels in the image exceeds
a reference value, an abnormal brightness failure (Fedge_11 ) is
detected. Then, the HSI method, which reflects the saturation
and brightness in an image, detects the failure Fedge_11 .
h) Image jitter detection: A jitter failure (Fedge_8 ) results
from the horizontal lines of images being randomly displaced
due to the corruption of synchronization signals or electromagnetic interference in transmission. The same method as
for angle deviation detection [see (4) in Section V-A1] is
employed for the detection of this failure.
i) Video occlusion detection: For an occlusion failure
(Fedge_13 ), a background image that corresponds to a reference value is extracted from the video in the first 2 s. An
image from the subsequent 2 s of video is extracted and its
interframe difference with the background image is calculated
to obtain a foreground image [33]. After the image processing
corrosion expansion operation, the area of the new image is
defined as img1Area. By region growing [34], the area of the
block of maximum area in the foreground image (maxArea in
short) is calculated according to img1Area. Let SCALE be the
ratio of maxArea to img1Area. The variance of the region that
corresponds to maxArea and the same region of the current
image is denoted as VAR. If SCALE > T1 and VAR > T2
(T1 and T2 are reference values), there may be an occlusion
failure in the image. The single image that is extracted from
the subsequent 2 s of video data is processed via the above
steps. The video has an occlusion failure if occlusion failures
are detected in consecutive 24 frames.
j) API-based failure detection: Failures Fedge_14 ∼
Fedge_17 are detected by the APIs in cameras that are provided
by the manufacturers.
For Fedge_14 , the pan/tilt module in a pan-tilt-zoom (PZT)
camera fails to work. Fedge_15 is an initial failure in the poweron-self test. Fedge_16 exists in the position encoded for a
camera. The position that is encoded number, which is displayed on an LED screen, represents an edge camera and
provides convenience in retrieving its video for users. The
digital number is recorded by the detection system for comparison with the correct number in the local storage device.
In a surveillance equipment box failure (i.e., Fedge_17 ), the
equipment box is unlocked. The detection framework reads the
register status in a camera using its APIs for PTZ, self-testing,
the number in LED, and the equipment box.
k) Edge camera connection detection: For Fedge_1 , two
types of failure occur in the network, i.e., disconnection and
problematic connection. Using the feedback of a TCP/IP data
packet, the detection approaches vary according to the failure
in this case.
For a disconnection failure, the detection module, which
is deployed in the cloud or the end-user domain, sends
test data packets to a targeted edge camera and waits for
the response. If the detection framework determines that the
allowed response time has been exhausted, the network disconnection is reported to an end-user. If response packets arrive,

the detection approach identifies the serial numbers of the
data packets and compares them with the configured serial
numbers of the request packets. When the serial number of a
response packet is zero or is the same as that of a request data
packet, the network is connected but has a problem. This case
is classified as a problematic connection failure. Finally, the
prompt for Fedge_1 is sent to the end-users or stored in the VU
server.
2) Failure Detection in the Fuser Domain: There are four
types of failure in this domain. Computer vision techniques are
also used in the end-user domain because end-users browse
video clips and images.
a) Video lag detection: The network latency causes a
video lag failure (see Fuser_2 ), which is detected according to
the time interval between a request data packet being sent to an
edge camera (or a cloud server) and the response packet being
received. In addition, the packet loss ratio for fast online video
is calculated from the average number of response packets and
the latency.
b) Mosaic failure detection: A mosaic failure (Fuser_3 )
occurs due to the low quality of the transmission data in the
network. Images can be dropped in a low-quality network,
which is defined as mosaic failure. To detect this failure,
we employ a mosaic-square reference model for performing model matching after sobel edge detection for a test
image [35]. In the image, the number of a right angle is
calculated for comparison with a reference value.
c) End-user connection detection: The detection method
for failure Fuser_1 is similar to that for Fedge_1 , which detects
disconnections and problematic connections using the feedback of TCP/IP data packets. A detection approach in the VU
library that is deployed in the edge or the cloud domain sends
a test data packet to an end-user and waits for a response
packet. The status of the end-user offline (Fuser_1 ) notifies the
end-users in other ways and is stored in the VU server, please
refer to the section on Fedge_1 detection.
3) Failure Detection in the Fcloud Domain: It is difficult
for humans to manage large-scale video data and timely detect
failures online in the cloud. If a failure occurs in a cloud server,
video service is impaired when the historical video is applied.
Three detection approaches are designed for locating failures
in the cloud.
a) Cloud server connection detection: Fcloud_1 [see
Fig. 3(a)] occurs in two types of network connection: 1) from
an edge camera to a cloud server and 2) from an end-user node
to a cloud server. The detection system is configured at an edge
or an end-user domain, respectively. For this problem, disconnection and problematic connection are detected by using
the feedback from TCP/IP data packets, similar to Fedge_1 (or
Fuser_1 ).
b) Video lag and loss detection: A video lag failure is
discovered when an end-user looks up a video, which is unacceptable in time-sensitive criminal cases. Detection approaches
in the VU library check the network latency in the cloud. The
latency refers to the duration from a request packet being sent
to an edge camera to the arrival of the response data packet.
The packet loss ratio is used to measure the number of data
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Algorithm 1 FADA Scheduling
1: procedure F REQUENCY
2:
TD ←the time interval for each failure detection in the edge, cloud and user
domain.

Fig. 4.
Workflow of failure detection approaches using FADA in edge
computing-enabled VU systems. The black solid line and the red dashed line
represent the data stream and the control stream, respectively, in each failure
domain.

packets for video data. When the value is lower than a reference value, the usefulness of the video is low. Fcloud_3 (video
loss) is caused by a severe packet loss.
B. FADA Scheduling Scheme
According to the failure detection approaches that are
described above, we present three types of workflows of failure
detection approaches in the edge, cloud, and end-user failure
domains, as shown in Fig. 4. In each workflow, we propose a
scheduler, namely, FADA. FADA schedules failure detection
approaches according to the frequency of failure occurrence.
Then, FADA sends the results to a VU server in the cloud
if the network is available. Otherwise, the results are temporarily stored in the local device. In addition, FADA adjusts
the frequencies of failure detection approaches and configure
the optimal detection time interval for failures. The detection
interval for a failure detection approach refers to the time
interval between the detection of two consecutive failures of
the same type.
In the edge model, the high frequencies of the failure detection approaches improve the MTTD. However, the edge device
still cannot afford the cost of energy consumption due to its
limited resources. Thus, it is important to design a scheduling scheme that dynamically adjusts the frequencies of failure
detection approaches to balance the MTTD and the frequency.
In FADA, the frequency of failure detections depends
strongly on the time interval between applications of the same
detection procedure. Initially, the time interval between two
failure detections using the same procedure predefined. It is
supposed that the first detection procedure for the jth failure
starts at t(j,i) and the same detection procedure is performed
again at t(j,i+1) . Let us suppose that the current time interval
between the two applications of the same failure detection
approach is TD . If we have
t(j,i+1) − t(j,i) < TD

(7)

3:
sum ← the times of consecutive failure
4:
sum1 ← the times of consecutive normal
5:
tag ← the flag of the approach
6:
Sa ←the sequence of the approaches (F1 , F2 , F3 , . . . , Fmax )
7:
Subscript max: the number of detection approaches in an domain.
8:
while true do
9:
Runing Sa
10:
tag ←the flag of F1
11:
if Fj prompt camera failure then
12:
OutPut("Video Surveillance failure")
13:
Waiting for repair
14:
sum1 ←0
15:
if tag == the flag of Fj then
16:
sum++
17:
else
18:
sum←0
19:
tag←the flag of Fj
20:
end if
21:
if sum > 3 then
22:
TD ← TD /2
23:
set the Fj as the first approach
24:
end if
25:
else
26:
sum ←0
27:
sum1++
28:
if sum1 > 3 then
29:
TD ← TD ×2
30:
end if
31:
end if
32:
end while
33: end procedure

the occurrence frequency of this failure is high. When the same
failure is consecutively detected NRef1 times (e.g., NRef1 = 3 in
FADA), FADA increases the frequency of the failure detection
and adjusts the detection approach for the jth failure as the first
detection procedure among all failure detection approaches,
namely, the time interval between two failure detections is
shortened. We then redefine the time interval as follows:
TD = TD /2.

(8)

Hence, the frequency of the jth failure detection is doubled.
Meanwhile, we readjust the frequencies of other failure detections. Other failures may occur in the same case; therefore, the
adjustment of the frequency of this failure detection improves
the probability of detecting failures in real time.
Otherwise, no failure is detected in video streams; and this
case is repeated NRef2 times (e.g., three times in this article). Then, the time interval between the two failure detections
using the same procedure increases and the frequency of failure detection decreases, e.g., TD = 2 × TD . If the following
three detection procedures do not detect failures; then, the time
interval between two failure detections is set to (2×TD ) until a
failure is detected. Details are shown in Algorithm 1. In addition, the interval time between two application of two failure
detection approaches in a round is also increased to improve
the MTTD.
In summary, the FADA scheduling scheme can realize two
goals: 1) finding a failure fast online in a tradeoff frequency in
the edge model with the limited resources and 2) improving the
MTTD and the frequency for failure detection via the FADA
scheduling strategy. We evaluate the performance of FADA in
terms of the MTTD, the frequencies at which the detection
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approaches are applied, and the energy consumption. Details
of the evaluation are presented in Section VI-G.
VI. E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION
The benefits of the edge computing-based VU model in
a video surveillance system are examined to answer the
following questions.
Q1: Why can the VU model accurately evaluate the VU?
How does the VU model work?
Q2: Why can the VU model early and efficiently detect a
failure in a video surveillance system and shorten the MTTD?
How dose the VU model work?
A. Accuracy of the VU Model
In the dataset, the number of true- (or false-) positive and
negative test data items (images or video clips) are counted.
The binary classification tradeoff [36] is used to evaluate the
accuracies of detection approaches. We classify the detection
results into two categories, i.e., normal and failure. The VU
model detects categories approximately and the classification
results are listed as follows.
True Positive (TP):√A failure video data item is correctly
detected as a failure .
False Negative (FN): A failure video data item is mistakenly
detected as a normal ×.
True Negative (TN):√A normal video data item is correctly
detected as a normal .
False Positive (FP): A normal video data item is mistakenly
detected as a failure ×.
It is supposed that the dataset contains N (i.e., N = (I +O))
data items. I and O represent the number of true failure and
normal data items, respectively. Four types of accuracy ratios
(i.e., efficiency, precision, recall, and specificity) are employed
to evaluate the accuracy degree of the detection approaches in
the VU model. The efficiency (E) is the difference between
the test value and the true one for a detection approach. This
metric measures how close a test value is to the true value. E is
defined as E = ((TP + TN)/N) × 100%. The precision (P) is
the repeatability of successive measurements under the same
conditions. It is the positive predictive value for evaluating
how the test values are close to each other and; is defined
as P = (TP/(TP + FP)) × 100%. The recall (true acceptance
rate, R), which is the fraction of true failure video data items
in the dataset that are detected as failure items, is expressed as
R = (TP/I) × 100%. The specificity (true rejection rate, S) is
the fraction of true normal video data items in the dataset being
detected as normal items. S is defined as S = (TN/O)×100%.
In this article, we select 100-failure and 60-normal data
items. We have I = (TP + FN) = 100 and O = (TN + FP) =
60. Without loss of generality, we use two parameters, i.e., TP
and TN, in the experiments.
B. Experimental Setup
1) Evaluation Dataset: In the experiment, the dataset is
collected from a realistic video surveillance system that has
approximately 4433 IP cameras at Anhui University. In addition to 4232 cameras online cameras, there are 201 cameras

that are unable to run, which is attributed to: 1) failure of a
charge-couple device (CCD) in a camera; 2) CMOS imaging
sensor damage; and 3) a camera being past its useful life. In
the video data from 4232 online cameras, failures occur, such
as occlusion and flicker. Because each IP camera is installed
in a distinct location, there are 4232 types of scenes in video
streams. We spent approximately six months collecting video
clips and images with various failures from various scenes in
the video surveillance system. According to realistic failures
in the video streams, we designed a dataset that includes two
types of video data, i.e., video clips and images. Each video
clip or image, which is called a test item, can be classified
as normal or a failure. There are ten types of failures (see
Table I) that can occur in the dataset. These items are realistic candidates and hand-segmented video clips or images in
various scenes. A failure is detected by preprocessing video
clips, such as angle, freeze frame, jitter, occlusion, or flicker.
Meanwhile, an image is preprocessed to analyze whether a
blur, brightness, color cast, solid color, or noise failure occurs.
For a failure test, we select 160 test candidates (items) including 100-normal and 60-failure clips or images, each of which
contains a different scene. The number of failure data items in
the entire set of 160 test candidates is configured as the distribution of failure items (e.g., 60 data items for angle deviation
failure) in Table I. A data item in a scene has four resolutions,
i.e., 1920 × 1080, 1280 × 720, 720 × 576, and 352 × 288. The
date items in the dataset have a wide variety of sizes, such as
approximately 1.7 MB to 9.6 MB for video clips and 2.4 KB
to 1.5 MB for images.
Our goals of designing the dataset are twofold: 1) classifying video streams failures in a large-scale video surveillance
and 2) evaluating failure detection approaches (or algorithms)
in our proposed VU detection framework in terms of accuracy and MTTD on the dataset. In addition, we hope that
this dataset will be helpful for researchers in evaluating the
reliability of video surveillance systems.
2) Experimental Environment: According to failures, we
classify the data items in the dataset for VU detection into ten
groups. We conducted two types of experiments, i.e.: 1) basic
evaluation and 2) scalability evaluation. To evaluate the basic
accuracy of VU, we use 160 test video data items, including
video clips or images to evaluate this metric in Section VI-C.
We employ 100, 300, 500, and 700 cameras in the test for
MTTD. In the scalability evaluation (Section VI-D), we extend
the test dataset to approximately 4000 data items. We compare
the VU platform with a real-world commercial failure detection platform that is provided by Uniview Corporation.3 Six
typical failure detection approaches (see B, C, D, F, H, and
I in Table I) are considered in this test. This failure detection
system is deployed in a real scenario at Anhui University.
Currently, no camera has an edge-computing unit; therefore, we build an edge computing-enabled camera platform
using Raspberry Pi V3 (i.e., RPi V3). RPi V3 is equipped
with a 1.2 GHz, 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU. The test
dataset is stored in a device on the RPi V3 testbed. We
employ lightweight OpenCV 4.0 to implement the detection
3 Uniview is an IP video surveillance cameras company in China.
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TABLE I
FAILURES AND D ISTRIBUTION IN THE E VALUATION

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Accuracy of failure detection approaches (see Table I) with four resolutions. TPe (TPc ) and TNe (TNc ) denote that the TP and TN results for ten
failure detection approaches in the VU library in the two models. Subscripts e and c represent the edge- and cloud-based models, respectively. (a) 1920 × 1080.
(b) 1280 × 720. (c) 720 × 576. (d) 352 × 288.

approaches. The RPi testbed is wired to the cloud. This cloud
platform is emulated by six processors and 8 GB of memory
in a Dell PowerEdge R730 server.
We conduct extensive experiments for evaluating the
performance of the edge computing-based VU model (edge
model in short) and comparing it with that of the cloud
computing-based model (i.e., cloud model) in terms of accuracy and MTTD. MTTD is the sum of the transfer time and
the execution time which is referred to as the latency. The
edge computing-enabled component captures video data from
a camera and detects the failure. The transfer time is relatively
small in the edge model.
C. Performance Evaluation
In the edge domain, Fedge_14 (PZT failure), Fedge_15 (selftest failure), Fedge_16 (position encoding failure), and Fedge_17
(surveillance box failure) are detected via API-based methods. Failures of the offline (for an edge, an end-user, and
a cloud server) and the image (or video) lags are measured
via the network detection. The detection approach for scene
changes is the same as that for angle deviations. Thus, we
evaluate the remaining detection approaches in terms of accuracy and MTTD in the VU model. White screen, black screen,
and green screen failures have the same features and turn into
a single-model screen without images; they are referred to
as solid color screen failures. Then failures (see Table I) are
detected by the VU model.
In the edge model, these failure detection approaches are
applied in parallel; then the VU values are sent to the VU
server and the operations and maintenance teams. The MTTD
of a detection approach is significantly smaller than that in
the cloud model. Video with a low degree of VU need not be
uploaded to the cloud, thereby reducing the use of storage in
the cloud.

1) Accuracy of the VU Model Evaluation: According to
parameters in Section VI-A, we conduct experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the VU model in terms of accuracy of
the failure detection approaches. According to Figs. 5 and 6,
the metrics for validating the accuracy of a failure detection
approach include TP and TN. The efficiency, precision, recall,
and specificity (E, P, R, and S for short) are used to evaluate
the degree of accuracy.
a) Basic accuracy: Two basic metrics, namely, TP and
TN, are used to evaluate the accuracy of failure detection
approaches. In the dataset, there are 160 data items (images or
video clips) with 100-failure and 60-normal data items for each
failure-detection approach test at each resolution. Resolutions
of 1920 × 1080, 1280 × 720, 720 × 576, and 352 × 288
for data items are used in the experiments. A video clip or an
image, the size of which varies with the resolutions, consumes
various amounts of computing resources and yields various
degrees of accuracy. Fig. 5 presents the accuracy metrics (TP
and TN in the edge and cloud models. For example, TPe and
TPc represent the number of TP data items in the edge and
cloud models, respectively.
The TP and TN values for the edge and cloud models are
higher than those in Fig. 5(a)–(d). The results demonstrate
high accuracies of the detection approaches in the VU model.
For a failure detection approach, a larger sum of TP and TN
corresponds to a more accurate detection approach. We have
(TP + FN) = 100 and (TN + FP) = 60. The real number of
failure and normal data items are 100 and 60, respectively.
The closer that the sum of TP and TN is to 160, the more
accurate the detection approach is. Considering blurring failure detection as an example [see Fig. 5(a)], the TPe (or TPc )
is 100 and TN is smaller than 60; hence, all failure data
items are correctly detected. Similar results are presented in
Fig. 5(b)–(d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Accuracy degree of failure detections at four resolutions. Ee (Ec ), Pe (Pc ), Re (Rc ), and Se (Sc ) denote the efficiency, precision, recall, and specificity,
respectively, of a failure detection approach in the edge (cloud) model. (a) 1920 × 1080. (b) 1280 × 720. (c) 720 × 576. (d) 352 × 288.

According to Fig. 5(a)–(d), TP and TN exhibit similar phenomena at the four resolutions, e.g., abnormal brightness, color
cast, freeze frame, solid color, video occlusion, and flicker
screen. These values for failure detection approaches regarding blurring screen and noise become worsen as the resolution
of the images or video clips decreases. The same detection
approach is used for image jitter and angle deviation, which
is based on feature extraction (see Section IV). The two failure detections results have the same trends in terms of TP
and TN. Higher accuracy is realized at a higher resolution. In
addition, the values of TP and TN are 100 and 60, respectively, for mosaic failure detection in the edge and cloud
models.
b) Degree of accuracy evaluation: In this test, we analyze the accuracy degrees of detection approaches in the VU
model in terms of the efficiency (E), precision (P), recall (R),
and specificity (S) in edge and cloud models. Subscripts e and
c of Ee and Ec denote the edge model and the cloud model,
respectively. The ideal value for each metric is 100%.
At each resolution, the values of E, P, R, and S for abnormal
brightness, freeze frame, solid color failure, and screen flick
are mostly no less than 99.0% in Fig. 6. The results demonstrate a high degree of accuracy for these failure detection
approaches.
With a low resolution, the values of detection for angle
deviation, blurring, image jitter, and noise become smaller
than those for the high resolution. For example, E, P, R, and
S of the image jitter detection are much worse, i.e., 80.6%,
80.5%, 91.0%, and 63.3%, respectively, for the edge model
and 82.5%, 81.0%, 94.0%, and 63.3% for the cloud model at
352 × 288 resolution. At 1920 × 1080 resolution, the value
of E, P, R, and S is 84.4%, 94.1%, 80.0%, and 91.7% for edge
model and 85.6%, 94.3%, 80.0%, and 91.7% for cloud model,
respectively.
In addition, each value of E, P, R, or S for a mosaic failurebased detection approach is 100% at all four resolutions in
both models.
2) MTTD of VU Model Evaluation: This test aims at validating the early detection performance of the VU model.
The cloud model-based detection approaches are conducted
on video data from cameras to the cloud. However, VUbased detection approaches are performed in an edge node
without video transmission. Thus, the MTTD for the edge
computing-enabled failure detection approaches of the VU
model is smaller than that in the cloud model, see Fig. 7.

We conducted two tests to evaluate the MTTDs of failure
detection approaches. Type-1: The failure detection approaches
are all performed in the edge model; and Type-2: The failure
detection approaches are all performed after uploading the test
data items in the cloud model.
MTTD depends strongly on the sizes of the data items and
the video resolution. A large-size or high-resolution data item
requires more time for failure detection in video streams. In
this article, we use video clip- and image-based data items
to evaluate MTTD because a video clip is larger than an
image. As listed in Table I, five failure detection approaches
are based on video clips and five failure-detection approaches
use images. Without loss of generality, we use the imagebased brightness and the video clip-based flicker detection
approaches to evaluate the MTTDs of VU at the four-type
resolutions. The MTTD is the sum of the transfer time and
the execution time.
Fig. 7 shows the MTTD for brightness failure (C) and flicker
(J) in Table I. The number of data items is configured as 100,
300, 500, and 700, which emulates the images or video clips
from cameras. In the edge model, the transfer time is small
because the test data items are locally handled without being
uploaded to the cloud. The detection approaches are conducted
in EC cameras in parallel. For failure C detection, the transfer time is 0.09 s, 0.03 s, 0.02 s, and 0.01 s at resolutions
of 1920 × 1080, 1280 × 720, 720 × 576, and 352 × 288,
respectively. This metric increases to 9.46 s, 2.94 s, 2.13 s, and
0.80 s for the video clip-based detection approach for failure J.
The transmission time and execution time depend strongly
on the sizes of test video clips and the images in the cloudmodel. The transfer time accounts for the most of the total
time in this model. For a 1280 × 720-resolution test, the transfer time for the image-based brightness detection is 146.1 s,
440.0 s, 712.5 s, and 991.5 s for 100, 300, 500, and 700
data items in the cloud model. The video clip-based flicker
detection exhibits 2229.3 s, 6688.0 s, 11146.7 s, and 5605.3 s
latency in data transmission for 100, 300, 500, and 700 data
items, respectively. In addition to the sizes of the data items,
the execution time also depends on the number of processors.
The execution time for the brightness detection is 3.0 s, 1.6 s,
and 1.2 s using two, four, and six processors, respectively. But
the video clip-based detection costs 136.3 s, 77.5 s, and 54.2 s
using two, four, and six processors, respectively. However, the
edge model spends about 0.4 s on conducting failure detection
in distributed cameras in parallel. This advantage is observed
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7. MTTDs of failures C (abnormal brightness) and J (flicker screen) in the edge and the cloud models with four resolutions. The result is specified as
(Failure type : Resolution) in this figure. For example, (C : 1920 × 1080) denotes the MTTD of the abnormal brightness failure detection under a resolution
of 1920 × 1080. The c and e in x_c_x and e_x represent the cloud and edge models, respectively. In the cloud model, the MTTD consists of the transfer
time from a camera to the cloud (such as 2_c_trans) and the execution time (e.g., 2_c_exec) of failure detection. In the edge model, MTTD consists of
the execution time (i.e., e_exec) and transfer time (such as e_trans); however, the latter is much smaller than the former. In the cloud model, we configure
two-processor, four-processor, and six-processor modes and use them to study the MTTDs of failure detection approaches in a cloud server. Notation 4_c_exe
denotes that the testbed is configured with 4 processors for failure detection in the cloud model. (a) C : 1920 × 1080. (b) C : 1280 × 720. (c) C : 720 × 576.
(d) C : 352 × 288. (e) J : 1920 × 1080. (f) J : 1280 × 720. (g) J : 720 × 576. (h) J : 352 × 288.

in the image- and video clip-based detection approaches in this
model. For example, the MTTD reaches 1769.5 s (30542.4 s),
1753.9 s (29590.1 s), and 1749.2 s (29353.5 s) for imagebased (video clip-based) detection using two, four, and six
processors, respectively, for 700 data items.
In addition, the transmission and execution time for a failure detection reduces as the resolution decreases. Considering
the brightness detection using two processors as an example, the MTTD for the 700-camera data items reduces to
165.4 s (158.4 s for transmission and 7.0 s for execution),
523.2 s (511.5 s for transmission and 11.7 s for execution),
1009.9 s (991.5 s for transmission and 18.4 s for execution), and 1769.5 s (1737.1 s for transmission and 32.4 s
for execution) at resolutions of 352 × 288, 720 × 576,
1280 × 720, and 1920 × 1080, respectively. This trend also
is also observed in the flicker detection.
D. Scalability Evaluation
We compare the scalability of the VU-based failure detection framework to that of a commercial cloud-based failure
detection system. In a real-world video surveillance system,
the commercial failure detection system, which is a cloud
model, is deployed by Uniview Company at Anhui University.
As discussed above, there are more than 4000 cameras on the
campus. We create data items from 2000, 3000, and 4000 cameras to evaluate the scalability of VU in the terms of accuracy
and MTTD.
We compare the accuracy between the VU and Uniview
platforms in Fig. 8(a). In the 2000-camera case, the sum of
TP and TN from detection for six failure (i.e., B, C, D, F,
H, and I) is close to 2000 when a detection approach has a
high accuracy. In this test, TPu and TPVU are 324 and 337,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Accuracy and (b) MTTD for detection approaches in both the VU
and Uniview platforms. We select six types of failure detection approaches,
i.e., B (Blurring), C (Abnormal Brightness), D (Color Cast), F (Freeze Frame),
H (Occlusion), and I (Flicker). TNu and TNVU represent the number of TN
test data items. There are 2000, 3000, and 4000 test data items (cameras).
VU denotes the MTTD of our detection approaches in the VU library and
u_2000 is the MTTD of a failure detection in the 2000-camera case.

respectively. Similarly, the value of TNu is smaller than that in
TNVU . (TN + TP) in the VU-based detection system is larger
than that in the Uniview platform. Thus, the VU-based detection approaches are more accurate than those in the Uniview
platform. The same trend exists in 3000- and 4000-camera
cases. To handle video data from cameras with various resolutions, the detection approaches are automatically configured
with satisfactory parameter values during failure detection.
In addition, we study the MTTDs of six failure detection
approaches, see Fig. 8(b). We compare the longest MTTD of
a detection approach in VU with that of the realistic Uniview
platform. The longest MTTD of a detection approach for each
of the six failures is tested by using the highest-resolution
data items that are evaluated in Fig. 7. We find that the
longest MTTD for each detection approach is smaller than
that in Uniview platform. The VU-based MTTD decreases as
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Fig. 9. Costs of video storage usage improvement in the VU-based framework. We employed 168-h (a week) test video data in the experiment.
Notation 352 × 288_noVU represents the video data is resolution 352 × 288
and VU-based failure detection framework is not used. While the symbol
352×288_VU means that the VU-based failure detection framework processes
resolution 352 × 288-based video.

the solution of an image or video clip decreases. Thus, VUbased detection approaches also have also superior scalability
in terms of MTTD compared with the Uniview platform.
E. Storage Usage Improvement in the VU Model
This experiment evaluates the advantages of the VU framework in terms of the improvement of video storage usage in the
cloud. In the video surveillance system at Anhui University,
we collect one week of continuous video data from a camera
at four resolutions (i.e., 352 × 288, 720 × 576, 1280 × 720,
and 1920 × 1080). The failure types in the video streams are
arbitrary. Without loss of generality, the test data includes five
configured types of failure, namely, solid color, blurring, color
cast, freeze, and flicker, which are detected via failure detection approaches in the VU-based framework to reduce the
video storage cost in the cloud. In addition, we configure two
test platforms: 1) with the VU-based framework and 2) without the VU-based framework (noVU in short). Useless video
data with a low VU value is directly discarded in the first
framework but continually stored in the second framework.
Both frameworks record the total amount of video data in the
cloud every 2 h.
In Fig. 9, the results demonstrate that the noVU-based video
data linearly increases with a slope of approximately one over
time at the four resolutions. In comparison, the increment trend
in VU-based storage usage cost of video data obviously fluctuates and decreases with time due to the discarding of useless
video. The VU-based slopes of the curves at the four resolutions change with time. This is attributed to the variable
failure data volume with time. The results at the 1920 × 1080
resolution demonstrate that the video data volume at periods of 24 h, 36 h, 72 h, and 84 h increase slightly, while
the change in video storage cost is substantial between 96
h and 132 h. For example, the rate of change is close to
one. Meanwhile, similar trends are observed at other resolutions. For total video data that are stored in the cloud during
7×24 h, we find that the noVU-based video data volume is
51.88 GB, 133.94 GB, 175.14 GB, and 350.67 GB at resolutions of 352 × 288, 720 × 576, 1280 × 720, and 1920 × 1080,
respectively. The VU-based video data volume decreases by up

to 63.9%, 64.2%, 54.6%, and 55.9%, respectively, compared
to the noVU framework.
From the experimental results, we observe two phenomena.
1) The Growth Trend of the Video Data Volume in the
Cloud: In the VU-based framework, the growth rate
of the storage usage of the data volume in the cloud
can vary over time; hence, this framework is considered
an elastic storage framework. However, the growth rate
of video data in unit time will not exceed that in the
noVU-based framework. It can be seen that the network
bandwidth that is required for video transmission per
unit time will reduce based on the VU framework (see
Section VI-F).
2) The Total Amount of Video Data in the Cloud: The VUbased total video storage usage costs are substantially
reduced, which decreases the storage usage of failure
data and improves the utilization of video storage space.

F. Bandwidth Usage Improvement in the VU Model
In Section VI-E, we have found that the VU-based framework filtered useless video data in video streams which is
transmitted to the cloud from cameras. This method improves
storage utilization in the cloud. It is supposed that the bandwidth cost of video data per unit time reduces. Then, the VU
model also saves network bandwidth by preprocessing failure
in video streams. This article aims at evaluating the advantages
of VU model in terms of bandwidth cost improvement. We
select two types of video streams (i.e., failure and normal) with
four resolutions (such as 352 × 288, 720 × 576, 1280 × 576,
and 1920 × 1080) from the dataset in Section VI-E. The length
of each test video streams is 10 min. The failure video streams
contain solid color, blurring, color cast, freeze, and flicker.
For failure video, there are 3551, 3647, 3090, and 3337 failure frames in the 10-min video streams with 15 000 frames
at resolutions of 352 × 288, 720 × 576, 1280 × 576, and
1920 × 1080.
At the edge node, Raspberry Pi3 in Section VI-B2 are
employed to capture video streams, perform VU-based failure detection, and push video data to the cloud. The default
network bandwidth on RPi3-based platform is 1000 Mb/s and
TCP protocol is used in the data transmission. A Dell R730
server in Section VI-B2 is used to receive the video data from
the edge node. The data volume transferring to the cloud and
the processing time and transfer time on the network are used
to calculate the average bandwidth. The results are listed in
Table II.
In the noVU-based framework, the bandwidth for video
data with normal or failure presents high occupation, such as
among 0.8 MB/s ∼ 1.2 MB/s. This reason is that the entire
video data is transmitted to the cloud without data processing at the edge, which costs bandwidth in the network. As
listed in Table II, the bandwidth for normal data demonstrates
a low because the latency of data processing is caused by the
module of a failure detection in the VU model. However, the
bandwidth exhibits a small change and the impact is minimal, lowing than 0.1 MB/s. For failure video, the VU-based
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TABLE II
N ETWORK BANDWIDTH I MPROVEMENT IN THE VU-BASED F RAMEWORK

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
Fig. 10. Test video clips in the evaluation of FADA scheduling scheme. The
symbol fvc denotes a failure video clips-based test data item with several types
of failure. In this test, we configure three types of failure video clips, such
as fvc_1, fvc_2, and fvc_3. The nvc represents normal video clips without
failure. The mvc indicates the video clips mixed with normal and failure.
(a) fvc_1. (b) fvc_2. (c) fvc_3. (d) nvc. (e) mvc.

framework reduces the bandwidth cost than that of the noVUbased framework. For example, the bandwidth decreases by
approximately 37.1%, 60.1%, 62.9%, and 44.5% at resolutions
of 352 × 288, 720 × 576, 1280 × 720, and 1920 × 1080,
respectively. The failure detection module in the VU model
lengthens the procedure of data processing at an edge node;
and then, the average bandwidth cost is around 0.1 MB/s.
However, the bandwidth of video streams is improved in the
VU model because the failure video data which are detected
and discarded by failure detection approaches in the VU,
which improves bandwidth in the network.
In summary, the bandwidth cost of useless video data
reduces, which largely saves bandwidth in the VU-based video
surveillance system. These failure detection modules in the VU
framework slightly increase the latency of data processing at
the edge, which impairs the real-time in applications. However,
the failure detection approaches reduce useless video data and
bandwidth cost in the network.
G. FADA Scheduling Scheme in the VU Model
In this section, we perform experiments to validate the benefits of FADA scheduling scheme in VU model. FADA aims at
realizing an overall tradeoff among the MTTD, the frequency
of failure detection approaches, and the energy consumption
(or cost), which are test metrics in this test. According to
the details of FADA in Section V-B, the time interval for
two applications of the same detection approaches for failure is 10 s (i.e., TD = 10 s) in this test. FADA adjust the
detection approach for the failure, which is continually conducted three times, to the first place. Meanwhile, the time
interval between two applications of the same failure detection
approach is reduced by half, which increases the frequency of
failure detection and warns people to handle the failure. Thus,
FADA promptly detects failures to shorten the MTTD; however, it increases the energy consumption. Otherwise, FADA
enlarges the time interval between the two applications of the
same detection procedures if no failure in the video stream.
This case reduces the detection frequency and, hence, the
energy consumption.
In the experiment, we use three types of test video clips, i.e.,
normal video clips, failure video clips, and mixed normal and
failure video clips. The latter two include five types of failures, i.e., solid color, color cast, blurring, freeze frame, and

TABLE III
E VALUATION ON FADA S CHEDULING S CHEME

flicker, is listed. As listed in Table III, we configure three failure video clips, namely, fvc_1, fvc_2, and fvc_3, see Fig. 10.
We configure the test video items with various sizes and failure
sequences for the following reasons: 1) solid color, color cast,
and blurring are detected by using video clips while failure
detection approaches employ images to detect freeze frame
and flicker and 2) the scheduling order of failure detection
approaches in FADA is determined by the sequence of failure in video streams. Then, the failure time interval in the
subsequent procedure of failure detection will be influenced
as well.
Fvc_1 with failure video aims at evaluating three test metrics under FADA and noFADA scheduling in the VU model.
The results demonstrate that the FADA-based VU improves
MTTD and increases energy consumption and the frequency
of detection approach. This is because FADA first schedules an approach for a failure that has continually occurred
three times. Meanwhile, the time interval for this detection
approach will be reduced by half. Then, the frequency of
failure detection is increased by FADA to 43 from 25 and
the energy consumption increases by up to 27.1%. In addition, the MTTD decreases than that of noFADA. In nvc with
normal video, FADA decreases the frequency of application
of failure detection approaches and energy consumption but
increases the MTTD compared with noFADA. If no failure
detection approach in the VU model detects a failure in three
successive applications, the time interval between the same
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two approaches is doubled. FADA reduces the frequency of
failure detection approaches; thereby enlarging MTTD and
lowering energy consumption. For the mixed failure and normal video (i.e., mvc), the test metrics depends on the sizes
of the normal and failure video clips. The results demonstrate
that energy consumption and MTTD in FADA are reduced
by approximately 5.0% and 32.8%, respectively, compared to
noFADA. The main reason is that FADA schedules detection
approaches more frequently for portions of failure video clips
compared to the normal video clips. Although the energy cost
of failure video in FADA is higher than that in noFADA, the
energy cost is much smaller. For the normal-video test, the failure detection approaches are applied fewer times compared to
noFADA; however, the energy cost in FADA is much higher
than that of noFADA due to the larger number of failure detections. For fvc_1, fvc_2, and fvc_3, we observe that FADA has
more failure detections than noFADA, which increases energy
consumption but reduces MTTD. Thus, FADA outperforms
noFADA on the video stream with various failure sequences.
In summary, the FADA scheduling scheme improves
MTTD, the frequency of failure detection approaches and
energy consumption under various failure-type and failuresequence cases, compared to noFADA.

VII. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present related work on: 1) quality of
video services, which is evaluated subjectively and objectively;
2) edge computing in video-analytics applications; and 3) this
article on VU.
A. Quality of Video Services
Surveillance video data has become the largest source
of video data and the amount of available data is growing exponentially in big multimedia data. Video surveillance
systems are impacted by distortion or artifacts in the video
signal. Video data is lost in transmission. These effects negatively impact the QoS [11] or the QoE [37] of a video data
system. Rich literature about the evaluation quality of video
services predominately focuses on QoS and QoE. QoS and
QoE, between which an interdependent relationship exists, are
applied to measure the quality of video services.
QoS is defined by the International Telecommunication
Union as the collective effect of service performances, which
determine the degree of satisfaction of a user with the service,
which is specified in Recommendation E.800 [38]. From the
technical perspective, QoS parameters, which are mostly used
in the realm of video service, are considered as measurement
metrics for video services that are offered by providers. QoS
metrics are typically defined in terms of network service metrics, such as the error rate, bit rate, throughput, transmission
delay, round trip time, and loss ratio. These video distortions
are mostly related to the loss of compression and encoders for
video data in edge cameras. Methods of QoS measurement
not only require a reference for the rare video data but also
use an extra control channel to measure the quality of video
service [39]. However, the QoS methods are insufficient for

measuring the overall surveillance video quality, because they
consider only the packet loss and the delay.
QoE [40] typically considers the quality of video services
from the user perspective. QoE evaluations mainly include
three types of methods, i.e., subjective, objective, and hybrid.
A subjective QoE method [41] is one of the most reliable
methods for determining the perception of a user. Several
evaluation subjects provide the results of a subjective experiment as the individual scores, which are used to calculate the
mean opinion score (MOS) [42] which is specified in ITUT
Recommendation P.800 [43] and has emerged as the most popular descriptor for media quality. The subjective approach is
characterized by the workforce and time consumptions. This
measurement cannot guarantee video services assessment;
therefore, this method is not widely used in the measurement of video services. Objective QoE approaches [44] use
algorithms to measure the quality of video services by collecting technical parameters from the network. As a result,
the evaluation can be performed fast online; however, the
human perception could influence the accuracy of the results.
Compared with the methods above, a hybrid approach [45],
which combines the subjective and objective approaches,
assesses QoE fast and reduces the time and human resources
costs.
Several approaches to evaluate video quality [41], [46]
according to its spatial and temporal characteristics. The former requires too much time and computing resources. The
latter is used by the resource-limited edge nodes to preprocess video data. Video quality assessment models [47], [48] are
classified into three types, e.g., full-reference (FR), reducedreference (RR), and no-reference (NR). FR methods [49], [50]
compare original images (high quality) to the candidate images
whose quality is to be evaluated. This approach must access
the original images as references. An edge camera has limited storage space and cannot store entire original images.
RR methods [51], [52] use partial features information that
is extracted from the original images to evaluate the distorted
image. NR methods [53], [54], which do not utilize the original
images, use information from the pixel domain and the bitstream of an image/video to perform video quality assessment.
These methods perform real-time video quality assessment on
a resource-limited platform. The hybrid method for video quality assessment is fully applicable to a wide variety of failures
in video clips and images.
B. Edge Computing
Edge computing [55] (which is similar to fog computing [56], [57] and cloudlet [58]) is a new computing model
that has emerged with the proliferation of the IoE in recent
years. In the IoE era, a huge volume of data will be generated
by things that are immersed in our daily lives, and hundreds
of applications will be deployed at the edge to consume these
data. The term edge in edge computing refers to all computing and network resources along the path between data sources
and the cloud. Fast online video analysis in a video surveillance system [59], [60] is one of the most prevalent use-cases
for edge computing. Cloud computing [61], [62], as the de
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facto centralized big data processing platform, is insufficient
for supporting a video surveillance system in the IoE era due
to: 1) the inability of the computing resources that are available
in the centralized cloud to keep up with the explosively growing computational requirements of massive video data from
edge-based cameras; 2) the longer user-perceived latency that
is caused by the data movement between edge cameras and
the cloud; 3) the privacy and security concerns of data owners
in the edge; and 4) the energy constraints of the edge devices.
These issues in the centralized big data processing era have
pushed the horizon of a new computing paradigm, namely,
edge computing, which calls for processing data at the edge
of the network [63].
As discussed above, QoS mostly focuses on video quality from the perspective of video service providers. QoE
emphasizes that manual interaction is involved in the evaluation of video quality in the cloud. Hence, large volumes
of useless video are transferred to the cloud, which aggravates the network bandwidth. These evaluation criteria are not
sufficiently comprehensive for evaluating VU.
This article focuses on: 1) image/video processing and
2) edge computing. For image/video processing, we migrate
tasks of image/video processing-based failure detection
approaches in the cloud model to the edge nodes in which
video failures are detected via the edge computing model.
These edge computing-based failure detection approaches realize high real-time performance for video preprocessing, save
bandwidth in the network, and reduce the amount of useless
video that is stored in the cloud. For edge computing, this
article, to the best of our best knowledge, is the first work
to employ edge computing in the field of image/video failure detection, the framework of which is called VU. The
edge computing paradigm enables edge nodes to perform
image/video processing, which improves the performance of
failure detection and satisfies real-time demands for largescale video surveillance systems. Our proposed VU analytics
for a large-scale video surveillance system is a well killer
application of edge computing [64].
In summary, we propose a VU framework for analyzing
video quality and usefulness in an unmanned mode on the fly.
VU, which combines video/image processing and edge computing, employs edge computing to preprocess video streams
and to detect failures in the video on edge nodes. VU reduces
the bandwidth of video transmission to the cloud and optimizes
video storage in the cloud.
VIII. D ISCUSSION
The proposed VU model is derived from and inspired
by useless video streams in large-scale video surveillance
systems. The objectives of the VU model include: 1) early
detecting failures in any part of a video surveillance systems
on the fly via video analytics; 2) promptly filtering video data
with failures to reduce the network bandwidth overload and
improve the storage usage in the cloud; and 3) efficiently
and accurately analyzing useful video streams using suitable
resources. Therefore, the proposed model is easily adjusted
for other video systems, since the three domains are highly
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generic. The detection methods with satisfactory applicability and feasibility are still employed in other video systems,
which have cameras, end-users, network, or cloud servers.
In this article, we only apply the VU model to video surveillance systems. The application that we consider is one of the
populations. In addition, we believe that VU model and detection approaches for failures in video streams will be helpful in
other video service systems, such as the vehicle video recorder
in a general or intelligent connected vehicle system.
In this article, we implemented VU framework that uses
two types of computing resources: 1) additional computing
resources for edge nodes (e.g., camera or router) and 2) local
computing resources in the end-user and the cloud server. We
employed and designed several lightweight image processing
algorithms, which require low computing resources yet fulfill
the accuracy requirements for failure detection. Therefore, we
employed a Raspberry Pi V3 platform as the computing unit
in video processing for an edge camera. Our VU framework
can also be implemented by using deep learning-based methods on high-computing resources platforms (e.g., GPU [24],
FPGA [65], and AI chip [66]). These methods are commonly
used for computing-intensive tasks, which require high-power
consumption. Deep learning methods that are based on Jetson
boards may be suitable for applications of object detection
algorithms, recognition, behavior analytics, and tracking. In
addition, similar and extended approaches, e.g., deep learning methods, which are outside the scope of this article, will
be further studied for more sophisticated applications in our
future work.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a video usefulness model,
namely, the VU model, for large-scale video surveillance
systems, that is based on edge computing and cloud computing. The VU model aims at not only effectively using the
large-scale video data to detect failures that are distributed
among edge cameras, end-users, the cloud, and the network
but also managing large-scale video surveillance systems.
According to the VU model, we summarize three types of failure domains in which numerous failures occur, which are used
to evaluate the usefulness of video data. In our experiments,
the VU model is evaluated in the following two aspects. First,
these fast online failure detection approaches, which are based
on edge computing or cloud computing, efficiently improve the
MTTD. Second, the most useless video data (e.g., video data
with a black screen) is directly handled by the edge devices
rather than being uploaded to the cloud. Thus, the bandwidth
of the network will not be wasted, and storage savings will be
realized in the cloud.
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